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To all whom it may concem: ’ \ 
Be it known that we, RICHARD H. WILSON, 

a subject of the King of Great Britain, re 
siding at Newark, in the county of Essex, 

. SCHAFER, 
a. citizen of theUnited States, residing at 

' Richmond Hill, in the county of Queens and 
State of New York, respectively, have in 

- vented certain new and useful Improvements 
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in Secret Signaling, of which the following 
is a full, clear, concise, and exact description. 
The present invention relates to the trans 

mission of waves. More particularly it 
relates to the secret transmission of com 
plex waves such""as voice current waves, and 
is especially applicable to a system employ 
ing high-frequency carrier waves for con 
veying the voice waves. The high frequency 
waves may be radiated or they may be trans 
mitted over wires as is done in well known 
carrier current systems. In either case, ac 
cording to the invention, a plurality of high 
frequency waves may be used for trans 
mitting a single voice Wave, each of the high 
frequency waves being modulated by por 
tions or elements of the voice waves. The 
portions or elements of the voice wave which 
are used to -modulate any one high fre~ 
quency wave are so chosen as to be unin 
telligible if received alone; thus, any single 
high frequency wave if received and de 
tected for its modulation component would 
yield only unintelligible sounds. It is only 
when the whole plurality of high frequency 
waves are received and their modulation 
components properly combined, that the re 
sulting wave is recognizable as the voice 
wave or other signal wave which was im 
pressed upon' the transmitter. 
In the drawing Figure 1 represents a 

transmitting system according to the inven 
tion and Fig. 2 represents the corresponding 
receiving system. 
In the microphone circuits 1, 2, 3 and 4 

are produced-the voice currents or other cur 
rents of complex frequency which it is de 
sired to transmit. Any suitable means may 
be employed for breaking up the voice or 
other signaling wave into unintelligible 
fragments. In the system illustrated the 
band ‘?lters 5 and 6 coupled‘ respectively to 
the coils 2 and 4 are used. Filter 5 is pref 
erably so proportioned in the manner well 

.known in the art as to transmit freely only 
a limited range of the essential voice fre 
quencies which are impressed upon it from 
coil 2. For example, ?lter 5 may transmit 
only the frequencies below 900. Filter v6, 
on the other hand, transmits onl frequen 
cles above the upper limit of the ' requcncies 
transmitted by ?lter 5. In a particular sys 
tem used by us the ?lter 5 transmitted fre 
quencies between about 500 and 900'while 
?lter 6 transmitted frequencies between 900 
and about 1500. The waves con?ned to 
either of these bands alone were found to 
give practically unintelligible transmission, 
while the frequencies from the extreme 
limits, 500 to 1500, gave intelligible voice 
transmission. These limits, however, are 
only arbitrary as are also the number of 
?lters that are used to divide the voice fre 
quency range. - 

Coupled to ?lters 5 and 6 are the respec 
tive-modulators 7 and 8 which may be of 
any suitable type. Modulator 7 is fed with 
carrier current from a high frequency source 
9, while current from source 10 of a' differ 
ent high frequency is applied to modulator 
8. The frequencies of these carrier currents 
may be widely different, if desired, and may 
be changed from time to time. Due to the 
well known action of the modulators, there 
is produced in the output circuit 11 of mod 
ulator 7 a high frequency wave of the fre 
quency of generator 9 with an amplitude 
which varies in accordance with the low 
frequency wave which is transmitted through 
the ?lter 5, and similarly in the output cir 
cuit 12 of modulator'8 there is a wave of 
the frequency of generator 10 modulated by 
the low frequency wave transmitted through 
?lter 6. Circuits 11 and 12 are preferably 
tuned to transmit with maximum ei?ciency 
the respective modulated waves. These 
modulated waves are impressed upon the 
antenna 15 through the branches 13 and’ 14, 
tuned respectively to the frequencies of the 
waves from modulators 7 and 8. Instead of 
impressing the waves on the antenna 15 it 
would, of course, be obvious to transmit 
them on a line. 
An outsider in attempting to pick up the 

conversation, would tune his receiving set 
to the frequency of one or the other of the 
transmitted carrier waves but‘ would obtain. 
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only unintelligible sounds from either wave 
alone. If the waves are intercepted at the 
station shown in Fig. 2, however, in which 
the antenna 16 has branches 17 and 18 tuned 
to the same frequencies as the respective 
branches 13 and 14, both waves will be se 
lectively received for detection. The detec 
tors D1 and D2 are coupled respectively to 
branches 17 and 18 and their output circuits 
are connected in multiple to the terminals 
of the potentiometer resistance 19 across 
whichvampli?er A is connected. D1 detects 
the modulation component of the wave from 
modulator 7 and impresses upon the input of 
ampli?er A a wave of the same general form 
as that transmitted by the band ?lter 5. Si 
multaneously from D2 there is impressed on 
the ampli?er A a wave of the form trans_ 
mitted through ?lter 6. These two detected 
waves, which of themselves are each unin 
telligible, when they are combined make up 
the essential voice wave or other signal wave 
that was to be secretly transmitted. From 
the ampli?er A they are received as the voice 
wave or other signal wave‘ at receiver 20. 
Instead of a branched antenna at the trans 

mitter or receiver it would, of course, be ob 
vious to rovide two antennae at each station 
different y tuned and, if desired, separated a 
considerable distance from each other. 

If more than two ?lters 5 and 6 are used to 
. divide the signal wave into unintelligible 
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arts, it is desired to have a corres ondingly 
arger number of carrier frequencies so that 
each carrier frequency wave is modulated 
by the fragmentary wave transmitted by a 
single band ?lter, although this is not neces 
sary and it is within the invention to modu 
late a carrier wave b a plurality of frag 
mentary or elementa waves. ' ' 

Instead of the type of modulator shown, 
it is obvious that modulators such as that 
disclosed in the British Patent No. 102,503 
could be used, in which case it is necessary 
to supply a current of the original high 
frequency in order to receive each portion 
of the signal wave that is separately trans 
mitted. - 

It is to be understood that the methods and 
means of this invention are not to be lim 
ited in their use to secret signaling, but are 
of broad application to electric wave trans 
mission. 
,Other details of the embodiment which 

has been illustrated and described, it is to 
be understood, are not to limit the invention, 
which. is de?ned in the following claims. 

\Vhat is claimed is: 
1. The method of electric ‘signaling which‘ 

comprises separating a signal wave arbi 
trarily into different parts, transmitting the 
different parts separately and simultane 
ously, and recombining the different parts to 
form a signal wave. 

2. The method of electric transmission of 

1,895,378 - 

signal waves which comprises dividing the 
signal waves into unintelligible elements, 
separately and simultaneously transmitting 
the wave elements, and recombining the 
wave elements to give an intelligible result; 
ant signal wave. . 

3. The method of electric signaling which 
comprises dividin the si a1 waves into 
components, simu taneous y transmitting 
the several components over respectively 
different high frequency paths, and recom 
bining said components into the desired sig 
nal wave. 

4. The method of electric signaling which 
comprises dividing the signal wave into 
component parts, simultaneously transmit 
ting the several parts on waves having re 
spectively different characteristics, and re 
combining the several parts into the corre 
sponding signal wave. - ' 

5. The method of electric signaling which 
comprises dividing the signal waves into 
component parts, ‘simultaneously transmit 
ting the several component parts on waves 
of different high frequencies, and recombin 
ing the several component parts into the 
signal waves to be received. 

6. The method of electric signaling which 
comprises dividing the signal waves into 
component waves, simultaneously modulat 
ing different high frequency waves in ac 
cordance with the respective component 
waves, separately transmittin said high 
frequency waves, detecting said component 
Waves, and assembling said component 
waves into the signal waves to be received. 

7. The method of secret telephony which 
comprises transmitting an unintelligible 
fragment of the speech wave simultaneously 
over each of a plurality of hi h frequency 
transmission paths7 and com ining said 
fragments into a speech wave. 

8. The method of secret telephony which 
comprises simultaneousl modulating each 
of a plurality of high requency waves in 
accordance with an unintelligible fr'a ent 
of the speech wave, separately transmittting 
said modulated waves, and combining said 
fragments into a speech wave. ' 

9. The method of electric signaling which 
comprises transmitting unintelligible frag 
ments of the same signal wave simulta 
neously over different transmission paths, 
and receiving all of said fragments in a 
common receiver. ~ 

10. The method of secretv telephony which 
comprises dividing a voice wave into unin 
telligible parts, transmitting the several 
parts simultaneously over different trans 
mission paths, and recombining said parts 
into the voice wave to be received. 

11. The method of electric signaling 
which comprises dividing a signal wave into 
its frequency components, separately trans 
mitting said frequency components, and 
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combining said components to give the sig 
naling wave. 

12. The method of electric signaling 
which comprises selectively dividing a sig 
nal wave in accordance with its frequency 
components, transmitting said components 
over respectively different paths, and com 
bining said components to give the signal 
ing wave. 

13. The method of electric signaling 
which comprises partially analyzing a sig 
nal wave into its ‘component frequencies, sep 
arately transmitting the signal waves of 
component frequencies, and recombining 
said waves of component frequencies to 
form a signal wave. 

14. The method of secret telephony which 
comprises separating the essential voice fre 
quencies into bands of frequencies, the fre 
quencies constituting each band being insuf 
flcient to give intelligible transmission, 
transmitting each band over a different high 
frequency channel, and recombining the 
transmitted bands to form voice waves at 
the receiver. 

15. The method of secret telephony which 
comprises dividing the essential speech fre 
quency range into bands of frequencies, the 
frequencies of each band being insufficient 
to give intelligible transmission, modulating 
a different high frequency wave with the 
frequencies of each band, transmitting all of 
the modulated high frequency waves to 
gether, detecting the several modulation 
components of the high frequency waves, 
and recombining said components to pro 
duce an intelligible voice frequency Wave. 

16. An electric signaling system compris 
ing a source of signaling current having a 
range of essential frequencies, a band ?lter 
for transmitting a portion of said frequen 
cies of insufficient range to permit of recog 
nizing the signal, and means for modulating 
a high frequency current wave in accordance 
with the frequencies transmitted by said 
?lter. . 

17. An electric signaling system compris 
ing a plurality of high frequency selective 
transmission channels, a source of current of 
a different high frequency for each of said 
channels, a receiver common to all of said 
channels, a source of signaling waves, and 
means for transmitting an unintelligible 
portion of said waves simultaneously over 
each of said channels, said waves being re 
ceived as intelligible signaling waves in said 
common receiver. 

18. An electric signaling system compris 
ing a plurality of high frequency selective 
transmission channels. a source of current of 
a different high frequency for 'each of said 
channels, a source of signaling waves for 
said system, means for modulating all of 
said high frequency currents simultaneously 
in accordance with different unintelligible‘ 

portions of said signaling waves, a detector 
for each modulated wave, and a receiver 
common to all of said detectors. 

19. An electric signaling systemcompris 
ing a plurality of high frequency selective 
transmission channels, a source of current 
of a different high frequency for each chan-‘ 
nel, a source of signaling current for said 
system, means for modulating said high fre 
quency currents as a whole in accordance 
with said signaling current, the modulation 
component of each of said high frequencies 
alone being unintelligible, and a receiver for 
recelvlng the modulation components of all 
of said high frequency Waves together in the 
form of an intelligible signaling wave. 

20. In an electric signaling system, a 
transmitting terminal and a receiving ter 
mlnal, sources of current of different high 
frequencies at the transmitter, tuned branches 
for said transmitting terminal tuned to the 
respective high frequencies, tuned branches 
for the receiving terminal tuned to said re 
spective high frequencies, a detector for each 
tuned branch of the receiving terminal, a 
receiver common to said detectors, a modu 
lator for each high frequency at the trans 
mitter, a source of signaling current, and 
means for impressing upon each modulator 
a different unintelligible portion of said sig 
naling current. 

21. In a system of telephony, a source of 
voice currents, band ?lters connected to 
said source for transmitting restricted bands 
of the frequencies comprised in the voice 
frequency range, sources of currents of dif 
ferent high frequencies, and means for mod 
ulating each of said high frequency currents 
by the currents of restricted frequency range 
transmitted by one of said band ?lters. 

22. In a system of telephony, a transmit 
ting terminal, sources ,of currents of different 
high frequencies and modulators therefor 
connected to said terminal, a source of speech 
currents common to all of said high fre 
quency sources and modulators, and selective 
circuits between said modulators and said 
source of speech currents for transmitting 
to each modulator a different portion of said 
speech currents. 

23. In a system of telephony, a source of 
voice currents, circuits for transmitting said 
voice currents comprising ?lters, each of 
which transmits a different portion of the 
currents comprised in the range of essential ' 
voice frequencies, sources of currents of dif 
ferent high frequencies and modulators 
therefor, ‘each of said modulators being 
coupled to a different one of said ?lters. 

24. A telephone system comprising a 
transmitter and a receiver for transmitting 
and receiving voice current waves, circuits 
for transmitting between said transmitter 
and said receiver including a plurality of 
high frequency channels, and means for con 
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tinuously transmitting a different portion of 
said voice currents selectively over each of 
said channels. 

25. In a telephone system, a» circuit for 
carrying voice currents, selective circuits 
connected thereto, each for selectively trans 
mitting currents of different essential volce 
frequencies, sources of currents of different 
high frequencies for said system, and means 
for modulating each of said high frequency 
currents in accordance with the currents 
transmitted by different ones of said selec 
tive circuits. 

26. In an electric signaling system, sources 
of current of different high frequencies and 
means for continuously transmitting current 
from said sources, and a modulator for each 
source of high frequency current for con 
tinuously modulating each high frequency 
current in accordance with a portion of a 
signaling wave. 

27. In an electric signaling system, means 
for transmitting continuous waves of differ 
ent high frequencies, a source of continuous 
signaling waves, means for deriving com 
ponent continuous waves from said signal 
ing waves, and means for modulating each 
of said high frequency waves by one of said 
component waves. 

28. In an electric signaling system, means 
. for transmitting a plurality of waves of dif 
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ferent high frequencies, a source of signaling 
waves having different essential characteris 
tics by which the wave is recognized, means 
for modulating each of said high frequency 
waves in accordance with a different charac 
teristic of said signaling waves, and means 
for receiving the modulated waves and com~ 
bining their modulation components to re 
ceive the signal wave. 

29. In an electric signaling system, a plu 
rality of transmission paths, means for pro 
ducing a complex signaling wave, means for 
simultaneously transmitting different com 
ponent portions of said wave over different 
transmission paths, and a common receiver 
for receiving all of said component portions 
together in the form of said complex signal 
ing wave. 

30. A radio telephone system comprising 
transmitting and receiving antennae having 
circuits tuned for the simultaneous trans 
mission and reception of a plurality of 
waves of different frequencies, sources of 
currents of said different frequencies, a cir 
cuit for carrying speech currents, band ?lters 
connected with said circuit, each band ?lter 
selectively transmitting a different portion 
of the currents of essential voice frequencies, 
modulators for modulating each high fre 
quency current in accordance with the cur 
rent transmitted through a different one of 
said band ?lters, a detector for each high 
frequency current, and a receiver common 
to said detectors. - 

1,896,878 ‘ 

31. The method of transmitting a band of 
electric wave frequencies which consists in 
dividing the original frequenc band into . 
sub-bands, changin the norma relation of 
said sub-bands wit respect to each other, 
and transmitting said sub-bands in said 
altered relation. . 

32. The method of transmitting a band of 
electric wave frequencies, which consists in 
dividing the original frequenc band into 
sub-bands, shifting said sub- ands from 
their normal positions by modulation, and 
transmitting said sub-bands in said shifted 
positlons. ' 

33. The method of transmitting a band of 
electric Wave frequencies which consists in 
dividing the originalfrequency band‘ into 
sub-bands, changing the normal relation of 
said sub-bands with respect to each other, 
transmitting said sub-bands in said altered 
relation, and restoring said sub-bands to 
said normal relation. 

34. The method of electric wave transmis 
sion which comprises separately and simul 
taneously transmitting a plurality of com 
ponents of a signal wave, varying the fre 
quency relation- between said components, 
and deriving the signal wave from the com 
ponents having a varied frequency relation. 

35. The method of electric wave signaling 
which comprises separately and simultane 
ously transmitting a plurality of compon 
ents of a signal wave, varying the frequency 
relation between said components, combin 
ing the resultant waves to form a complex 
wave, and receiving said complex wave. 

36. The method of electric wave signaling 
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which comprises separately and simultane- ‘ 
ously transmitting a plurality of compon 
ents of a signal wave, varying the fre uency 
relation between said components, com ining 
the resultant waves to form a complex wave, 
separating said complex wave into compo 
nents, and detecting the components of said 
complex wave. - 

37. The method of electric wave signaling 
which comprises separately and simultane 
ously transmitting a plurality of components 
of a slgnal wave, varying the frequency re 
lation between said components, combining 
the resultant waves to form a complex wave, 
separating said complex wave into compo 
nents, separately detecting said components, 
and combining the detected components to 
reproduce the signal wave. 

38. A method of electric’ wave signaling 
which comprises separately and simultane 
ously transmitting a plurality of components 
of a signal wave, varying the frequency re 
lation between said components, combining 
the resultant waves to form a complex wave, 
and reproducing the signal wave from sep-v 
arately derived energy components of said 
complex wave. _ , 

39. The method of telephony which com 
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prises simultaneously modulating each of a 
plurality of wave sources in accordance with 
an unintelligible fragment of the speech 
wave, separately transmitting said modulat 
ed waves, and combining said fragments into 
a speech wave. 
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40. In an electric signaling system, sources 
of current of different frequencies, and 
means for transmitting current from said 
sources, and a modulator for each source of 
different frequency current for continuously 
modulating each different frequency of cur 
rent in accordance-with a portion of a sig 
naling wave. 

41. The method of electric wave transmis 
sion which comprises transmitting a con 
tinuous wave band, separating out from said 
continuous band a plurality of smaller fre 
quency range bands, the frequency compo 
nents in any one of said smaller bands having 
substantially the same relative amplitudes 

, as existed between said components in said 
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continuous band, and transmitting energy 
corresponding to each of said smaller bands. 

42. The method of electric wave transmis 
sion which comprises transmitting a contin 
uouswave band, separating out from‘ said 
continuous band a plurality of smaller fre 
quency range bands, the frequency compo 
nents in any one of said smaller bands having 
substantially the same relative amplitudes 
as existed between said components in said 
continuous band, transmitting energy cor 
responding to each of said smaller bands, 

I'm 

receiving said ener , and reproducing 
therefrom a wave ban correspondlng to said 
continuous band. 

43. The method of electric wave transmis 
sion which comprises transmitting a contin 
uous wave band, separating out from said 
continuous band a plurality of smaller fre 
quency range bands, the frequency compo 
nents in any one of said smaller bands having 
substantially the same relative amplitudes 
as existed between said components in'said 
continuous band, transmitting energy cor 
responding to each of said smaller bands, 
receiving said energy, deriving therefrom 
waves corresponding to those in said con 
tinuous band, and combining said waves to 
reproduce a wave band corresponding to said 
continuous band. 7 

44. The method of electric wave signaling 
which comprises transmitting a complex 
wave corresponding to a single message, sep 
arating out from ‘said wave a plurality of 
smaller frequency range fragments, the fre 
quency components in any one of said frag 
ments having substantially the same relative 
amplitudes as existed between said frequency 
components in said complex wave, and trans 
mitting energy corresponding to each of said 
fragments. 
In witness whereof, we hereunto subscribe 

our names this 27th day of September A. D., 
1919. I 

RICHARD H. WILSON. 
. JOHN P. SCHAFER. 
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